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Bringing an
Architectural
Vision to Life

Studco helped 
deliver architectural 
excellence for an 
academic leader, 
with a range of wall 
and ceiling systems.
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COMPRISED OF FOUR FLOORS, the building hosts 65 formal and 
information learning and teaching spaces, including tutorial and lecture 
rooms, specialist teaching spaces and break-out areas; focused 
around the University’s vision of ‘Better Teaching, Better Learning’.

The largest infrastructure development program undertaken for the 
Clayton Campus; the 30,000sqm facility was designed by John Wardle 
Architects; and constructed by Multiplex Builders. 

With a build cost of $220 million, Multiplex enlisted ARC Plastering for 
their knowledge, expertise and capability to provide a high-quality fit 
out within the time constraints of the project. With up to 150 interior 
contractors on site at the construction peak, ARC Plastering thrived on 
this dynamic and exciting project.

As a Design and Construct project, the modern architectural elements 
of the design led Multiplex and ARC Plastering to seek out Studco 
Building Systems as their wall and ceiling systems manufacturer, to 
work in partnership with and provide innovative engineering solutions 
and dedicated technical advice throughout the sometimes challenging 
project.

The Studco engineering team worked with Multiplex and ARC 
Plastering to ensure the optimal structural framing systems were used 
for each section of the build.

1   The Curved Wall Feature 
The main atrium features an intriguing curved brick veneer wall that 
spans over four floors and is suspended over a sunken lounge whilst 
luring attention to the beautiful light catching, timber ceilings.  
Due to the complexity of the design, Studco engineers analysed and 
determined a suitable structural framing system that would be able 
to support the lateral load of the brick veneer. 1.50 BMT Studs were 
implemented, supporting the additional pressure behind Studco’s EZY 
Track and HEDA JAMB system that needed to be installed in a non-
traditional manner. 

2   The Sunken Lounge
Under the curved wall in the main atrium is a cosy sunken lounge, 
where students can study, relax, or just enjoy the building’s architecture 
from a central vantage point of the building. Supporting the five-tonne 
ceiling fixture, the concealed ceiling framing was designed to hold up 
a 20mm plywood substrate, additional acoustic baffles and comply to 
a stringent fire compliancy. Studco technical team worked tirelessly to 
redesign the concealed ceiling to fit the requirements of the demanding 
load, collaborating with baffle installers Jacaranda, to ensure all 
aspects of the ceiling worked harmoniously.

PROJECT PROFILE

Address: 1 Wellington Road, Clayton Victoria Australia
Architect: John Wardle Architects 
Builder: Multiplex
Contractor: ARC Plaster
Developer: Monash University 
Studco products used: Steel Wall Stud Systems,  
Concealed Ceiling Systems

Monash University Learning and 
Teaching Building
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3   The Geometric Skylight
Encompassed by the stunning timber ceiling, a captivating 
geometric skylight in the upper north-east corner of the building 
lets in abundant natural light and adds to the modern brilliance of 
the space. 
Considered by ARC Plastering Project Manager, David Goss, to 
be one of the most rewarding parts of the design, this sky light 
darts in different angles creating a uniform structure that demands 
attention. “Studco worked closely with ARC Plastering to assist in 
overcoming the unusual at Monash LTB”, Goss said.

4   The Main Atrium
The staircases and balconies of the main atrium, supported 
by Studco steel framing systems, offer flexible study areas for 
students and have been designed to complement the 18-tonne 
free-spaning timber pods on the ceiling. This required structural 
rigidity to ensure the weight of the timber could be held by the 
Studco Steel Stud and Concealed Ceiling Systems.
Goss mentioned there were “many complex walls, ceilings 
and bulkheads that Studco engineers were able to provide a 
lightweight steel frame solution for, this was extremely vital in 
helping the overall program.”

As a world class leader in tertiary education, Monash University’s new Learning and Teaching Building 
(LTB) needed a design that was going to be as dynamic and inspirational as the courses it offers.
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THE METHOD HOMES Annata Model was built in just two days and 
transported from Washington State to the Dwell on Design Show in 
Los Angeles, California in 2017. This 1850 square foot ranch style 
home boasts two bedrooms, two master bathrooms and a powder 
room in three modular pieces. The interior has a completely flush 
finish design that fits into modern trends.

Chris Pardo Design’s vision for the Annata model was to allow the 
client to select their finishes during the design process and offer 
more custom options beyond the curated selections that the design 
team gives you.

EZ Concept products were chosen as the perfect fit to suit the clean 
modern lines of the design and suited the builder’s requirements of 
being quick and easy to install and transport.

Chris Pardo Design specified EzyJamb Classic Adjust door jambs, 

accompanied by RocYork concealed hinges to create trimless door 
frames. EzyReveals were also used to create flush finish windows for 
the home.

Method Homes chose EZ Concept to supply the products for the 
Annata Model for two reasons; durability and ease of installation. 

Brian Abramson of Method Homes worked closely with the EZ 
Concept sales team on this project. Brian stated “Putting together 
a home in two days, plus staging it for a show is always a difficult 
task, but working with the EZ Concept team is always a smooth and 
painless process.” 

The Annata Model by Method Homes is the first home in the Annata 
series. Dedicated to making homes look beautifully modern and 
deliver the best customer service, EZ Concept was the perfect fit to 
specify on this project by Method Home and Chris Pardo Design.

CALIFORNIA, USA

Address: Santa Rosa, California
Architect: Chris Pardo Design: Elemental Architecture 
Builder: Method Homes
EZ Concept products used: EZ Concept – EzyJamb 
Classic Adjust, RocYork Concealed Hinges, EzyReveal

Method Homes
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EZ Concept – Architectural Finishing 
Systems have combined our entire offering 
under one bold and recognizable design.
As innovators of the well-renowned EzyJamb flush finish 
door jambs, the EZ Concept brand launched two years ago 
to include an expanding range of modern architrave-free 
openings and finishing products. After immense global 
success, we have taken the next step of refinement by 
enhancing the distinguished clean lines that EZ Concept 
embodies in our branding.

EZ Concept are about being inventive and creative while 
remaining restrained and minimal, and our new design 
reflects the modern appeal of our architectural finishing 
systems, including EzyJamb, CavKit, EzyPelmet, EzyReveal 
and FastCap.

EZ Concept – Architectural Finishing Systems will help turn 
your next residential, commercial or industrial project an 
envious modern interior. To speak to us about how you can 
create trim-free spaces, contact the EZ Concept team.

Things have changed… 
Check out EZ Concept’s NEW LOOK!

Visit www.ezconcept.com to view the new EZ Concept Video
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Looking for faster lead times?
EzConcept is proud to introduce a larger range of our QuickShip products and the option 
to expedite your order! Inquire with your EzConcept sales representative today to see what 
options are available for your next project.

Simpson Strong-Tie Clips and 
Connectors Now Available at Studco

Our newest online resource to help you save time and make it easier to create 
submittals or to view Studco product technical data sheets is now available at 
https://www.studcosystems.com/technical-services/submittal-builder
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Dan Brunn Architecture and Dwell break 
ground on the Bridge House project 
that EZConcept was honored to provide 
EzyJamb door frames to.

DAN BRUNN, AIA, the Principal of Dan Brunn Architecture 
has designed a unique “bridge house,” that will bridge over 
a stream in the property.  The home of 4,500-square-feet will 
serve as a demonstration of innovative systems and forward-
thinking processes.  The design of the house symbolizes 
Brunn’s signature minimalist aesthetic evident in dynamic 
spatial choreography of light and volume.  Our EZConcept 
EzyJamb frames that were given for the project only help to 
further Brunn’s appeal for minimalist aesthetics.

Bridge House 
with EZ Concept

New Studco Submittal Builder

To improve our service to you, Studco 
Building Systems is proud to announce 
our new product offering of Simpson 
Strong-Tie Clips and Connectors.

AT STUDCO, our mission is to provide our customers 
with the best array of solutions for their building needs. 
We are confident that you will find Simpson Strong-Tie 
products to be of the highest quality, just as we do, and 
that they will provide you with structural solutions to 
your next project.

Simpson Strong-Tie have a strong Research and 
Design ethos, ensuring that their clips and connectors 
are manufactured to the highest industry standards. 
The range of Simpson Strong-Tie products that we are 
offering, are the complete solution for your project. 

For more information on the Simpson Strong-Tie 
products that we offer, contact your Studco Sales 
Representative at sales@studcosystems.com or 
800.675.8023

Product Selector
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Renewing a Classic 
Total refurbishment for Prince at Mott
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New Resilmount 
Techical Manual
We are more than excited to bring to the market the 
new release of the Sixth Edition Technical Manual 
with a more extensive range of fire and sound rated 
assemblies.

Gaithersburg, UNITED STATES

Address: Gaithersburg, MA

Architect: Lessard Design 

Builder: Morgan-Keller Construction

Developer: Streetscape Partners

Studco products used: Resilmount A237R

The five-story, 219,000 square-foot complex located 
in the Crown planned community will include 128 
contemporary condominium units

Lofts at Downtown Crown

IN JULY 2017 construction was started on The Lofts at Downtown 
Crown, a three-building condominium structure within the Crown 
Farms community in Gaithersburg, Maryland.  The vast 5-story, 
219,000 square-foot complex features 3 interconnected buildings,128 
contemporary condominiums and 50,000 sf of private parking space. 
Being in the heart of Downtown Crown, the liveliness and urban life 
envelops you.  Only walking distance away from home to dining, 
shopping, farmers’ markets, concerts or picnics, your experience 
within The Crown is well connected and ever-vibrant. The stunning, 
new condominium homes, range from spacious flats to soaring 
two-story lofts, present modern luxury with upgraded features and 
sophisticated finishes. The impeccably landscaped, well-appointed 
courtyards are embellished with oversized gas fireplaces, built-in gas 
grills and comfortable lounging areas which provide an artful outdoor 
amenity linking the trio of buildings.

Resilmount was honoured to provide our A237R clips for sound 
isolation solutions throughout this project. The A237R is a clip that 
provides sound isolation between the furring channel and the ceiling 
structure, to create a perfectly isolated assembly room to room. 
Resilmount product specialists were able to work closely with the 
project team to fulfil requirements and the building’s needs.

This incredible project was developed with a long-term perspective 
by Streetscape Partners, thoughtfully designed by the internationally 
renowned team at Lessard Design and seamlessly constructed 
by one of the region’s most respected builders, Morgan-Keller 
Construction.

BUILT IN THE 1820S, the structure was 
originally the school and convent of Saint 
Patrick’s Old Cathedral. It has now been 
beautifully reimagined as a luxurious 
townhouse filled with every conceivable 
amenity.

The Residences at Prince are located at 94 
Prince street in Lower Manhattan in New 
York City.  Steps from Soho on a corner 
enjoying churchyard views, the residences 
are located in the historic center of Nolita. 
These luxury condominiums and townhomes 
are a blend of historic and contemporary 
design. The Residences at Prince are truly a 
landmark redefined. 

Resilmount was honored to provide our 
A237CR clips for sound isolation solutions 
throughout this project. The A237CR is a clip 
that provides sound isolation between the 
furring channel and the cold rolled channel 
in a ceiling assembly.

PROJECT PROFILE

A237CR
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Framing
structure 
options 
for internal 
doorways

Understanding the framing process is crucial in preventing 
potential structural problems and drywall cracking.

There are many traditional framing systems for wall openings, 
including a single light gauge steel stud, timber inside steel 
studs and boxed studs, however each of them have their 
potential downsides.

Standard steel wall stud
Using a standard steel wall stud in 0.55mm .018 thickness 
gauge as jamb studs in internal doorways is a disaster 
waiting to happen. In such installations, cracked plasterboard 
linings should be treated with the foregone conclusion: 
‘when’ it cracks, not ‘if’ it cracks.

Internal light gauge steel framing systems are designed to allow 
some movement and have relatively high lateral deflection 
properties (bowing along the wall height) when a door is forcibly 
slammed against such flimsy framing installations. The wall 
structure comes under immense pressure to absorb such 
forces and the wall can deflect beyond the elasticity limits of 
drywall. This may cause the plasterboard to crack and the 
setting compound to break away.

Timber/steel stud combinations
Lumber/steel stud combinations are cumbersome and are 
rarely installed correctly, becoming a common cause of 
defect notices. A frequent fault in this application is for the 
lumber stud to only be 75% of the steel stud length, with the 
lumber stud not being fixed to the base structure, providing 
very little strength to the overall wall system.  This results 
in cracked walls when the door weight and pressure of 
slamming transfers through to the single light gauge stud at 
the point where the lumber stud stops.

Boxed studs
The alternative boxed studs option can be much slower 
to install and does not provide an ideal fit at the track 
connection. This technique requires two steel studs to be 
connected to form a box shape, which can be a labour-
intensive exercise.

All these methods present additional costs in labour and 
potential malfunctions in the finished wall. The strongest 
and most reliable method for framing internal doorways is 
to simply specify a specialty jamb stud such as Studco’s 
HEDAjamb. This strong and durable method of framing is 
quick and easy to install, and by far the most cost-effective 
method to use.

HEDAjamb studs
HEDAjamb studs can be used as ‘jamb studs’ on either 
side of the opening for doors and windows, and as the sill in 
openings in the standard 3 5/8” wall systems. These jamb 
studs are continuous from the floor through to the structure 
at the top and are screw-fixed to the top and bottom track 
to ensure maximum rigidity and reliability. Structural wall 
brackets are also available to provide additional strength in 
high-traffic applications such as hospitals and public spaces.

HEDA Jamb 3 5/8”
Choose Studco Building Systems for your next project 
and experience the proactive approach to delivering a cost 
effective and innovative steel solution.

For architectural specifications or installation advice, please 
contact Studco Building Systems for fast, friendly service at 
sales@studcosystems.com or call 1800 675 8023.

Detailed framing systems are essential to ensuring strong internal doorways.
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